Absorption kinetics of insulin after subcutaneous administration.
Many diabetic patients depend on regular and well-controlled administration of insulin to avoid unacceptable excursions in plasma glucose. A complicating factor is that the absorption of insulin shows a considerable variability, both between patients, and from administration to administration for the same patient. To understand the mechanisms that influence this variability we present a quantitative description of the absorption kinetics for both soluble insulin and insulin crystals. The concentration dependent distribution of insulin between different oligomers is first analysed and described. Next, the disappearance of soluble and crystalline insulin from subcutis is described and explained as a function of the administered dose, the insulin concentration and crystal specific parameters, but without diffusion. The effect of diffusion is then included, and the appearance of insulin in plasma following subcutaneous administration is simulated and discussed. Our results not only explain the observed variability, but they also explain how dose size, insulin concentration, insulin crystals etc. influence the absorption kinetics.